Lights &
Torches
Aluminium Casing LED Sensor Light with
Magnet (Art No. #21202)
Chic and compact, it has all the factors for anyone
who seeks function with style. You can fix the
metal back plate on the wall and hang the light on
effortlessly as the light includes a strong magnet
in its body.

Poly-lumen Lamp and Torch (Art No. #21004)
The detachable part can be used as a standalone
hand torch. Or you can combine it with the stand
to be used as a table lamp, which can also be
clipped on the table. The poly-lumen tubes enable
softer light for reading.

Mini Torch (Art No. #8-601)
These lightweight mini torches are perfect for
outdoor activities with their waterproof ability.
They come in different colors and materials that

Poly-lumen LED lantern (Art No. #21003)
The best lighting device for your outdoor
activities. It is weatherproof, ultra bright with 6
pieces of LED inside. With 4 modes to adjust the

are just too hard to look over.

brightness and includes a flashing setting.

by Forexim

Motion Activated Sensor Light with LED (Art
No. #20708)
Motion Activated Sensor Light and Permanent
Light (Art No. #21201)
This compact light is most desirable to light up a
smaller indoor area. The battery is also very
durable, which lasts for 150 days for standby
mode and 18 hours for continuous illumination.

This light is specialized for short period
illumination in all indoor areas and will not
operate in day light. Comes with a detachable
wall rack. (Another version available with
Swivel PIR head Art No. #20901)

Comes with a rotatable wall mount.

Motion Activated Sensor Light and Flashlight
(Art No. #21001)
The super bright light on the wall mount and a
convenient flashlight in your hand. This light has
3 different settings, you can detach it from its wall

B/O Plastic LED Cute Table Lamp (Art No.
#104/2017)
This adorable pastel-toned table lamp with
retractable swing arm and touch-sensitive power
button will be a delightful decoration for any
boring desktops. It can be powered by both a/c

mount and turn on the flashlight mode.

and battery.
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